BRIDGING DIVIDES
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After Big Bang Blue (2015), I took a wrong turn in producing “product,” not art, for the
2015 Rio Grande Arts Festival held in conjunction with the Hot Air Balloon Fiesta,
making balloon-themed…schlock. The next five years saw my wood mosaic artwork on
hiatus, while building two homes (2016-2018), wrestling with “What Matters?” in a
screenplay (2019), and the hellaciously divisive 2020 pandemic and election year. But
when the election was over, the artistic muse revisited me, and so, too, the realization
of the need for bridging divides among so many of us.
If you were to say to me, “Mike, this work reminds me of the United States and the four
‘islands’ with darker stained dowels look like the states that ‘went Blue,’ and the three
‘islands’ with lighter stained dowels look like states that ‘went Red,’ and Georgia looks
disproportionately large,” well, I wouldn’t disagree with you. And if you added, “The

taller dowels look like population centers, and they’re more darkly stained, maybe
reflecting people of color and greater diversity,” you’d get a nod from me. All ~6000
wood pieces in this work are individually hand-stained or painted, and glued. The
multicolored dowel plugs in the “rivers” attempt to reflect the political, racial, religious,
and ethnic diversity of our country. There are 10 bridges connecting all 7 islands, using
a total of 100 dowels, equal to the number of U.S. Senators. Three bridges connecting
similar shaded (“Red” with “Red” and “Blue” with Blue”) states are fairly flat. The other
seven bridges, connecting “Red” with “Blue” states, are steeper, more challenging.
I have sometimes shared with clients that, among almost eight billion people on earth,
it is a near- miracle that essentially two random people not only meet, but, whether as
friends or lovers, choose to share their journey together for weeks, months, or years.
The dowel pieces used in this work are nearly all perfectly round. In the manufacturing
process, an occasional slightly squished or oval one occurs. When constructing my
islands, I first mock-up (no glue) the positions of all dowel pieces. When satisfied, I

commit to first gluing in place the perimeter pieces, and work inwards. I take one piece
out, apply glue to its bottom, and put it back in its place. As I glue them in place, and
it’s a fast-drying glue, there’s reduced “wiggle room” to work with. Sometimes a piece
may move a hair’s width from its original pre-glued intended spot. I had a perfectly
round beside an oval piece. After taking the round one out, there was no way it would
fit back in again. There’d be a glaring opening without it. I had to see if I could find
another rare oval. Among all my many hundreds of pieces in my inventory of that
length, I found only one! So, on this work, the “Where’s Waldo?” test can be explored,
for the two pieces which “found one another” and will be traveling side-by-side
together, hopefully for a very long time.
The work attempts to address how we might all travel along, if not side-by-side, at least
in greater peace and harmony with one another. Can we put aside and accept our
differences in politics, race, religion, gender identity, income, ethnicity, appearance and
place of origin? We might reduce our divides if we each consider how to build a bridge
with the individuals we encounter every day. (July 2021)
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